Photo Cards
The 200 photographic cards are color-coded. Use these themes to locate photos by their root category.

### Weather & Water (blue)
- frozen lake
- pond
- tap water
- river
- rain gauge
- lightning
- icicles
- ice cubes
- hurricane
- rainbow
- rain
- puddles
- ocean
- lake
- waterfall
- tornado
- stream
- steam
- snow
- cumulus clouds
- stratus clouds
- cirrus clouds
- wind

### Simple Machines (red)
- Ferris wheel
- crane
- clock
- bicycle
- tennis racket
- pulley
- screw
- switch
- hammer claw
- flagpole
- axe
- wheelchair
- wagon
- slide
- rope
- shovel
- boat bow
- screwtop lid
- mountain road
- skateboard ramp
- paint roller
- bottle opener
- screwdriver
- unicycle
- gears

### Plants (green)
- coconut
- cactus
- burrs
- berries
- algae
- dandelion
- pinecone
- mushrooms
- evergreen
- rice paddy
- tree roots
- tomatoes
- seaweed
- rose
- carrots
- watermelon
- sunflower
- dead tree
- Venus Flytrap
- tulip
- onions
- spring tree
- summer tree
- autumn tree
- winter tree

### Animals (magenta)
- eagle
- clownfish
- clam
- bumblebee
- water buffalo
- whale
- hummingbird
- crab
- flamingo
- tree frog
- turtle
- lizard
- killer whale
- kangaroo
- jellyfish
- shark
- sea horse
- scorpion
- penguin
- grasshopper
- tiger
- spider
- cobra
- snail

### Earth & Space (dark blue)
- savannah
- grassland
- rain forest
- desert
- arctic
- geode crystal
- volcano
- crater
- mountain
- Sun
- marble
- canyon
- granite
- sandstone
- coal and diamond
- comet
- Mercury
- Mars
- Jupiter
- Earth
- Venus
- Uranus
- Saturn
- Earth's Moon
- Neptune

### Motion (yellow)
- roller coaster
- pogo stick
- jet
- canoe
- bullet train
- kite
- steam train
- tandem bicycle
- sled
- boat
- helicopter
- helicopter seeds
- hang glider
- bowling
- motorboat
- paper plane
- dirt bike
- water aircraft
- ice skater
- hot air balloon
- top
- parachute
- skateboard
- rocket
- snowboard

### Energy (orange)
- dam
- car battery
- candle
- nuclear power plant
- glow sticks
- waste dump
- fire
- explosion
- electric stove
- AA batteries
- neon sign
- magnet
- light bulb
- scrap yard
- solar panels
- smokes stacks
- recycle bin
- oil rig
- pipeline
- spring
- windmill
- wind farm
- welding
- megaphone

### Technology & Tools (purple)
- digital camera
- coal car
- crane
- mobile phone tower
- mobile phone
- aircraft carrier
- magnifying lens
- magnet
- lasers
- laptop computer
- front loader
- robotic arm
- radar
- microscope
- microchip
- CAT scan image
- telephone wires
- stopwatch
- x-ray
- satellite
- satellite dish
- tape measure
- scientists
- tweezers
- test tubes
- telescope
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Use real-world photography for sorting science fun! Follow the included sorting sample activities and then expand into your own sorts for even more possibilities. Put these versatile mats in the hands of students and watch them work together to figure out characteristics the images have in common.

Set includes
• Five Mats, 11" x 17", featuring a Venn Diagram and a 3-column chart
• 200 photographic cards with names on reverse

Care and Use
Mats are write-and-wipe compatible for labeling. Students can also add any additional words that come to mind during sorting activities.

Use a dry-erase or wet-erase marker on the mats. Test your marker on a corner of a mat to make sure that it can be erased.

Clean off marks with a damp cloth, but do not saturate the mats with water. Using too much water will ruin the mats. Store the mats in the sturdy box provided to keep them in good condition.

Sorting Tips
• Always narrow down the photo card pool using the card list located on the back of the guide. This will provide students with a manageable number of photos to work with based upon the sorting criteria and the ability levels of the students.
• Expand your photo library even further by having students cut pictures out of magazines and newspapers to help find additional images fitting sorting criteria.
• After performing examples of sorts using both the 3-column chart and the Venn Diagram, challenge students to design and execute their own sorts. Developing sorts demonstrates true understanding of sorting criteria with the aid of graphic organizers to analyze and display data.

In addition to sorting exercises, use the cards for reference and as discussion starters.

Sample Sort – “Uses Electricity”
Locate the Technology & Tool cards that are color-coded purple and the Motion cards that are color-coded yellow. Use the 3-column chart and have students label the columns “Uses Electricity,” “Uses Other Fuel,” and “Uses No Fuel.” Make sure students clearly establish and understand the criterion of “other fuel” to mean an energy source such as gasoline, wind, or another fuel type. When discussing sort results, take the opportunity to challenge students to research items they disagree upon to reach a reasonable conclusion.

Sample Sort – “Types of Animals”
Locate the Animal cards that are color-coded magenta. Use the Venn Diagram chart and label the circles with the criteria “Predators” and “Prey.” Sort the cards into the Venn Diagram. See if students can determine if the animals are predators (animals that hunt and eat other animals) or prey (animals that are hunted and eaten by other animals). Can an animal be both predator and prey? (Yes) Animals are a great way to get students sorting using their own criteria. Challenge students to create different animal sorts using both the 3-column chart and the Venn Diagram. Discuss the advantage of using a Venn Diagram versus the 3-column chart (Venn Diagram visually shows inclusion in two groups).

Sample Sort – “Living/Non-Living”
Locate 10 cards per student that have a 50-50 mix of living and non-living things pictured. On the 3-column T-Chart, guide students to create columns labeled “Living,” “Non-Living,” and “Not Sure.” Have students sort their 10 photos accordingly. When discussing the sort results, make sure to emphasize what makes something living (requires food, water, and air to survive). Help students sort any images left in their “Not Sure” column.

Sample Sort – “Has Wings/Flies in the Air”
Locate 10 cards per student that include items with wings and items that are able to fly in the air (birds, balloons, kites, etc.). Use the Venn Diagram with the labels “Has Wings” for one circle and “Flies in the air” for the other circle. Guide students to sort their images accordingly. Make sure to show how to place an image that meets both criteria within the middle section shared by both circles. When discussing the sort results, make sure to guide students to the conclusion that one criterion does not necessarily depend on another. In this sort, just because an item has wings does not mean it can fly. Similarly, just because an object can fly in the air does not require it to have wings.

Other Sorting Suggestions
Students can use these examples to help them learn to create their own sorting exercises. After using the primary theme to sort, expand the sort to involve all cards since many images can crossover to multiple criteria.

3-Column Chart
Mammal/Bird/Insect (Animals)
Water as a Solid/Water as a Gas/Water as a Liquid (Water & Weather)
Lever/Inclined Plane/Pulley (Simple Machines)
Renewable Energy/Non-Renewable Energy/Not Sure (Energy)

Venn Diagram
Spread Seeds Using Wind or Water / Spreads Seeds Using Animals (Plants)
Shows Change Made by Nature / Shows Change Made by Humans (Earth & Space)
Mostly Vertical Motion / Mostly Horizontal Motion (Motion)
Tools for Communication / Tools to Collect Data (Technology & Tools)